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“The Energy Nurturing Pills? What are the Shears up to? Are they claiming that they can produce alchemical pills that allow

martial artists to level up faster?” Vincent stared at the invitation in awe.

“Dad, it’s true. I’ve seen the Energy Nurturing Pills before and took one. It works like magic!” Fane said. Ever since he took the

Energy Nurturing Pill, he never stopped thinking of it. Seeing how the Shears were launching the pills as a product, meant that

Leon did not lie to him.

“The Shears haven’t even launched it yet, so how could you have taken the pill?” Vincent questioned.

“Leon gave one to me,” Fane said.

“Who’s Leon? Someone from the Shear Family?” Vincent grew even more confused. As far as he recalled, there was no one by

the name of Leon in the Shear Family, or any family in Springfield City.

“He isn’t a member of the Shear Family, but he’s closely related to them.” Fane explained. Though he knew Leon, he had no clue

about Leon’s background, nor did he know the nature of the relationship between Leon and the Shears; hence, he could not offer

any details as he tried to explain to his father.

Vincent was an experienced man and soon realized that his son did not know much about the situation.” Fane, you’re still too

young. Maybe you were fooled.”

“No! I mean it. Everything I said is true.” Fane argued, feeling helpless as he struggled to explain.

“Alright. True or not, you’re going to represent me in the opening ceremony tomorrow and you are to see what the Shears are up

to!” Vincent waved his hand in dismissal.

The claimed effects of the Energy Nurturing pills sounded far too magical and Vincent decided that it was merely a marketing

strategy on the Shear Family’s part. As the Southern King, he refused to waste his time. on such a gimmick and considered

sending his son a great honor to the Shears.

“Alright,” Fane muttered hesitantly, determined to bring the Energy Nurturing Pills back to prove that he was telling the truth.

Meanwhile, the Northern King and the Collins Family received invitations from the Shear Family as well.

Most debated on whether to believe the Energy Nurturing Pills functioned the way the Shears claimed them to, but since their

interest was piqued, most families intended to send their third–generation members to the ceremony.

On the morning of the opening ceremony for Cynthion Group, Leon drove to the event venue with Iris on his electric bike.

The Elegante Group was one of the partners that worked with the Shear Family and Iris received an invitation in person, which

was approved by Leon as he could use it as an excuse to attend the ceremony.

Inside the hall, the Shears Family transformed the venue into an enormous business expedition where countless people

gathered.

Plenty of martial artists from various families gathered for the sake of the Energy Nurturing Pills.
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